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Abstract: Superluminally moving and/or non-uniformly accelerated mirrors or dielectric
are expected to emit quantum vacuum radiation by the conversion of the zeropoint
quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field into real, observable photons. This
phenomenon shares deep analogies with Hawking radiation from gravitational black
holes. Although the experimental detection of this radiation is extremely interesting from
a fundamental point of view, the weakness of its intensity has so far prevented its
experimental observation.
Here I explore an approach based on light refraction and reflection across moving interfaces
created by an optical nonlinearity in a static optical waveguide. There is no physical motion
of dielectrics, thus large speed and acceleration of the interfaces can be in principle
achieved. Such devices might lead to experimental observation of Unruh radiation [1].
Refraction and reflection in this kind of devices are expected to show interesting
quantitative differences from Doppler shift in rigidly moving dielectric media [2]. Potential
applications can be envisioned for telecommunications [3].
I also show preliminary experimental results on steady-state coupling of pulsed light to a
LiNbO3 optical microcavity. The optical nonlinearity of the resonator can be excited by
contactless RF waves [4].
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